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Deal Sir:
I Iiave tlio lionoi* to traiisinit liorcwitli the annual report
of tlu; Direetor of the South Dakota Agricultural Experi-
iiieiit Station for the tiscal year eudiug June 30, 1917.
THE STAEF
Since the establishiueiit of the Extension Division of
the College meinlxu's of the Station Staff are relieved of
nincli of the routine business of the institution and have
more time to give to their legitimate duties.
As mentioned in my former reports with few exceptions
members of the stall serve in a dual capacity, receiving part
of salary for teaching and part for experiments and investi
gation.
Deginning January 1, 1917, 3Ir. Harry C. Severin, State
Entomologist and also i)rofessor of the subject in the college,
was added to the staff and three investigations under the
Adams Act were assigned him.
THE WORK
The following is a list of i)roJects:
Influence of rotations upon the maintenance of soil fer
tility.
Study of i)lant correlations as affecting yielding
capacity.
Water as a limiting factor in the growth of sweet clover.
An investigation of the relative value of the proteins in
the different feeds for sni)j)lying the needs of the dairy cow.
Improvement of hardy fruits of the Northwest by breed
ing and crossing.
Life history studies of wheat stem maggot.
Life history studies of spinning saw fly of plum.
Life history study of stable fly.
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Life history stiidic^s of coniiiion field cricket and the
establishment of inetliods of control.
lo detm'iiiine the relative feeding value of corn silage
when corn is cut at ditferent stages of growth.
Feeds for supplementing corn while hogs are in Corn
field.
A breeding experiment with slieep to eliminate the 'tail
and develop a sheep hardier for west(Mai conditions than anv
we now have.(h'op rotations with a view to definitely observing
the comi)ai'ative effects upon crop yields. For example, it is
desiipd to have (luaiititative information to show the advant
age of rotations over continuous cropping.
A coirelation experiment in corn bi'eeding to test the
relation betAveen percentage of protein in seed and total
amount of protein in the crop.
A comparison of tliree corn breeding systems to dis-
co\ er, if possible, which is the best calculated to increase
yields.
Corn breeding for the development of high and low
eared strains.
A comparison of a livestock system with a grain system
of farming. ' '
Variety tests of corn, wheat, oats, rve, barley and
alfalfa.
Tlie development of the sugar beet by selection for type
as related to sugar content.
Making ice on the farm.
Milking machine experiment.
Relation of temperature at time of setting cheese.
The growing of Avinter apples by top-grafting on hardy
stock, such as Virginia and other crab apples and the
Hibernal ai)i>le.
The Siberian crab and other stocks for the apple to pre
vent the root-killing wliich is so often destructiye to
northern prairie orchards.
A study of plums stocks. We find the native plum to
be the best stock but the native sand cluu'ry is useful as a
dwarf stock.
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Variety tests of coniferous and deciduous trees.
Variety tests of ornamentals, including shrubs, trees,
perennials, annuals.
The hreeding of hardy roses for the prairie l!?orthwest
by crossing the Siherian and native roses with the choicest
cultivated varieties.
A test of hedge plants.
PUBLICATIONS
There were seven bulletins published during the year
on the following suhjects;
1()9. Flax Culture in South Dakota.
170. Quack Grass and Western Wheat Grass.
171. Pasteurization of Cream.
172. Grasshoppers and Their Control.
173. Sugar Beets in South Dakota.
174. Sorghums for Forage in South Dakota.
175. The Bole of Water in a Dairy Cow's Bation.
Thirty thousand copies of each bulletin was printed.
We have a mailing list including some 23,000 names. Our
practice is to send hulletins to all who appl.v but add names
of residents of the state, county agents in other states, and
all public institutions, only, to our regular mailing list. To
others we send a list of available bulletins.
The cost of printing and mailing these bulletins is
borne by the Hatch Fund altho the state makes an appro
priation of |!l,000.00 for the purpose which is a great as
sistance.
COOPEBATION
This Station cooperates with the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture in testing seeds and in distributing
black leg vaccine. The folloAving memorandum of under
standing is in force:
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COOPERATION WITH THE BUREAU OF PLANT
INDUSTRY
MEMOIlA}^l)UM OF UNDFRSTANDING
Between the SOUTH DA KOTA EXPEIIUIFNT STATION
and the Burenii of Blunt Indnslrtj^ TJ. S. Depurtment
of ApvienUure, reJulire lo (•ooperatii'e inrestUjation^
•with cereals.
Effective March 1, 1910.
The object of these cot>i)erative investigations shall be
(a) to improve the cereal industry of the Northern Great
Plains region by introducing, or producing, better varieties
than those now grown, especially with regard to yield, qual
ity, earliness, hardiness, disease resistance, etc.; (b) to
determine the best methods of tillage and crop rotation
for grain production; and (c) to coiidnct such other exper
iments as may seejii advisable for the acomplishnient of
the greatest good to the region named.
For the purpose of carrying on these investigations it
is agreed:
1. That the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station shall furnish all necessary land and buildings,
teams, machinery for sowing, cultivating, harvesting and
threshing, and all ordinary labor, apitaratns and other sup
plies not provided by the Bureau of Idaiit Industry, and
shall make available for use seeds of varieties already under
experiment and results obtained at the station at Brook-
ings and such substations as are noAv or hereafter may be
established during the period this agreement is in force.
2. The Bureau of Plant Industry, subject to the ap
proval of the Secretary of Agriculture, sball furnish seed
of all hybrids and standard varieties now in its possession
that are likely to be at all adapted to the conditions under
which these experiments are made, and seed of any new
varieties of similar adaptation that may be acquired; and
shall provide such assistant, or assistants, (as well as travel
funds, labor, and equipment) as may be deemed advisable,
at points in the State where coopcM'ative investigations are
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beiii^ or hereafter may be coiidueted, the assistants to be
jointly selected by and acceptable to both parties to this
aj»reenient.
Assistants or collaborators who may be appointed by
the Department of A.i'ricultnre shall have the franking priv
ilege only for the ]>nrjtose of carrying on ofticial corres
pondence; concerning cereal work, sending cereal seeds to
cooperalors for testing, and mailing seeds and other sieeci-
niens of cereals included in the cooi)erative experiments to
the Sonth Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station and.
substations and to the Bureau of Plant Industry.
3. The investigations carried on under this coopera
tive agreement shall Ix; planned and conducted jointly by
the duly authorized represcmtatives of the South Dakota
Agi'icultural Ex[)eriinent Station and the Bureau of Plant
Industry, and shall be subject to the ai)i)roval of the proper
authorities in (ach case. If desired, a detailed outline of
plans (including expenditures I for the varying .seasons may
be attached to this agreement from time to time.
4. Seed of all new varties of special value may be
distributed in localities to which tluw are adapted, the dis
tribution to be made in accordance with such jdan as may
be jointly agreed to by the Station and Bureau. The grain
resulting from this cooperation shall belong to the Ex])eri-
ment Station ])rovided that if seed is sold, the amount ex
pended by the Bureau of Plant Industry under this agree-
liieiit shall not exceed half the cost of the cooperative Avork
after the pro} ('r credit has been made of the amounts real
ized from sale, or other disposition, of produce groAvn under
this cooiteration.
5. At the close of each season a complete report of the
results of the ex})eriments conducted during the year shall
be submitted by the assistant in direct charge of the cereal
work, one copy to be furnished to the Bureau of Plant
Industry and one copy to the South Dakota Agricultural
Experiment Station, such report to be delivered as soon
after the close of the season as practicable. When requested,
thrashed and unthrashed samples of the grain under experi
ment shall accompany the rei)ort.
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6. Both parties to this agreement shall be free to use
in their official corr(\sp()mleiice ami in publications the
results obtained in these investigations, each giving proper
credit to the other cooperating agency.
7. This agreement shall become effective March 1,
1910, and shall remain in force until such time as in the
judgment of either ])arty its revision or termination may be
desirable.
8. Upon the conclusion of this agreement both parties
shall be at liberty to ivmove from the i)remises any equip
ment, ai)paiatus, or other material which they may have
furnished during the course of this cooperation.
Dated, April 28, 1910.
JAMES W. WILSON,
Director, South Dakota Agricultural
Experiment Station.
Dated, May 2, 1910.
WM. F. TAYLOR,
Chief, Bureau of Plant Industry.
Thousands of doses of black leg vaccine are distributed
annually from this Station to cattle growers of the North-
Avest. The object of this distribution is to save time and I
might state that there has been a large increase in the use
of this vaccine and especially since the appointment of the
county agents.
The following financial statement shoAvs hoAV the
federal and state funds were expended:
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EXI'ENDITIKES BY UEPAKTMEXT8
Home Station, 1916-1917
Agronomy $ 1858.32j$ 4647.94 $ 269.63 $ 6775.89
Chemistry 1387.391 720.00 2107.39
Entomology | 888.55 888.55
Executive I 2413.691 2413.69
Horticulture 2424.771 5011.71 735.93 8172.41
Printing 3052.61 3052.61
Animal Husbandry 2464.16| 1551.86 4016.02
Dairy Husbandry 1399.06| 3731,80 5130.86
.
.
.
.
.
TOTAL |$15000.00|$15000.00 $2557.42 $32557.42
I include and make a part of this report the report of
each chief of division, which gives a more detailed account.
Yours trillV,
JA:\rES W. WILSON,
Director of the Experiment Station and Chief
of Animal Ilusbandry Department.
mmmm
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l)El*Ain\MENT OF AGKONOMY
Director J. AY AVilson,
South Dakota Experiment Station,
State College.
Dear Sir:
I have your notice r(M|ue«ting re])ort upon the experi
mental i»rojects now l)eing conducted hy the Agi'onomy De-
Itartment. It is also noted that reports upon Adams pro
jects are to be kept separate from others.
Adams Project No. 1
A Project on the Influence of Potations Upon the Mainten
ance of Soil Fertility.
This project has been in force since 1911. The general
plan of the i>roject is to conduct several definite crop rota
tions continuall,y on definite plots of land, and, by means of
chemical analysis, made at several periods of time, to dis
cover in the several rotations, whether the total plant food
content has increased or decreased. Tlie proj(M't has not
l)een allered in ils general sco))e since it was inaugurated.
It has been altered somewhat as to dcdail. It is now being
conducted as previously.
The jdots included under this project being now sam])led
and analyzed are East Farm, Brookings, 440-449, 450-459,
140-149, 151-159, West Farm, 140-147, 240-243, 250-253,
340-347, 351-353, 440-447, 540-547, 550-553, 050-053, total
112 plots.
In my report to you of 1910 attention was called to the
fact that up to the time of said report analyses of plots
140-159 of the East Farm had been made for nitrogen, phos
phorus, and potassium, also calcium and magnesium. In
addition to the foregoing, analyses had been made for total
carbon and inorganic carlton from which the quantities of
organic carbon were computed by difference.
During the fiscal year just closed, it is to report that
Mr. H. Loomis, Analyst for our Agronomy Department, has
done considerable work with the analyses for magnesia, and
lias further analyzed the "check" plots for total sulphur.
The latter work has been completed. Also within a very
few days, analyses for total nitrogen have been completed
from the second series of samples from five plots. sec
ond series of samples is meant the soil samples taken by
boring, since the original soil samples were taken before the
present Adams Project was installed. Accordingly, it is a
point of progress that these results of nitrogen analyses are
likely to give some measure of the effect of rotation and soil
treatment, which in fact is the purpose of the project.
Adams Project No. 2
A Study of Correlations Between Certain Physical Char
acters of Plants and Their Capacity for Yield.
In my previous report attention was called to a corre
lation study which is now in progress, entitled "A Correla
tion between the Length of ]Mother Head in jMinnesota IbO
Wheat, and Yielding Capacity of Progeny." The first 3'ear
of results indicated a positive correlation between greater
length of mother head and yield of in-ogeny. Kesults of
sncceeding seasons indicated that said positive correlation
was not maintained. The computations indicating these
results have been mad(i by the Department during the year
just closed. Likewise at the present time the head row^s of
the present season have been haiwested. The results of these
will be weighed and tabulated and the computations from the
results will be added to those ])revdously acquired.
Adams Project No. 3
A Project to Determine Definitely the Extent to Which
Water is a Limiting Factor in the Growth of
Sweet Clover {Afclilotus Alba).
The present year of progress with this project has
apparently yielded more definite results than either of the
previous years. This is due to the fact that in the previous
years a good deal of our experience was gained at the ex
pense of the most definite results. For instance, in the two
previous years, growth of sweet clover plants, or especially
constructed pots mentioned in annual reports of 1915 and
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1(> Avas liiglily variable on the ditferent pots. Fnrtlieniiore,
at the hegimiiii<>- of the project the ainoniits of water used
on the several pots were necessarilj- empirical to consider
able extent.
Diii'inn" the ])reseiit s(»ason Mr. Loomis employed plants
of MclilofIIS Alhii all of whicli he secured in the early spring
from a seclnded area. These ])lants were selected in the
belief that they would re])resent a j^iven family of plants
and would accordin«;ly be less variable than those selected
at random. The experience^ of the season has ]»roved that
the natural variation of the })lants has been much less than
the same variation of previous years.
Certain improvements in protectin<jj the soil of the pots
from natural rainfall (anployed in the tirst season, have also
j;iven innch better conditions of moisture control.
At ])resent writinj**, the ])lants of the present season are
harvested and are now nnderjioini!,' measnrement. It is evi
dent that in due course this project will yield detinite infor
mation, not only concernini>" the abo\'e water re(juirement
of McliJoliis AJhii, but additioiml information concernin|yj
the inflnence of type of ])lant and soil type and seasonal
conditions npon water recjuirement.
The close of the present season marks the end of the
first year of growth for the i>lants now in the series. It is
accordingly i»lanned to continue the ])resent i)lants for an
other year, which will be their last inasmuch as the plants
are biennial. I'erhaps at the end of another year it will
seem best to tabulate results on this project and publish the
IIATdl rii()JE(;TS
The followinjij are included under Hatch Projects now
beiiijj; conducted :
The breeding; .of corn for hi<ih protein and the study of
possible coi*i*elation of hi^h percenta.nc of ])rotein in seed
with hi<;h yield of i)rotein i)er acre. Dnrinjjf the fiscal year
just closed, it niay be noted that ^Ir. II. Loomis, Aj^ronomy
Analyst, has coni})leted the ])rotein determinations of this
])roject for the year.
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The various field rotations conducted under the Hatch
fund designed especially to determine if possible the relative
values of close and broad rotations from the standpoint of
])ro(lii('tion, have been conducted during the fiscal year just
closed. Preliminary computations indicate that although
much has been said and written concerning rotations, the
problems concerning them require still more research.
The so-called Live Stock and Grain Systems of farming
which ar(^ being conducted with Hatch funds on the West
Farm, Prookings, have been conducted during the year
past. The matter of time enters largely into the value of
this project. These comparisons should be conducted no
doubt many years in part to determine whether the apparent
advantage of returning crop-residues to land in form of
barnyard manure will ultimately be offset by the apparent
decomposition of crop-residues directly in the land.
There are many questions for farm practice, especiall}'
in the present time of food shortage, that relate very defi
nitely to a knowledge of systems of farming that will pro
duce the greatest amount of available food. There is much
to learn and put into practice concerning whether it is an
easy economic possibility to produce relatively cheap human
food from land with the emplo3 ment of Live Stock Syst(Mns,
The work of our substations at Eureka, Highniore, Oot-
touwood, and Vivian, was described at considerable length
in the previous animal re]iort for the fiscal year ending June
30, ]{)1(), It may be sufficient to say here that the sub
station work for the year just closed has been profitable.
Evidently, each substation represents its given area of the
state more directly than any field more distantly located.
Crop rotations have been undertaken at the several sub
station fields, which therefore yield knowledge concerning
the best varieties of corn, wheat, barley, alfalfa and other
crops to employ for each locality. Likewise, the several
rotations give data Avhich helps indicate the most profitable
arrangement of crops whether looking toward the produc
tion of grain or live stock.
It is well enough to repeat often that live stock produc
tion is desirable, (ind that iwoduciton of live stock is hound
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to depend vpon the supply of crops which can be produced
out of the soil. Tt is in this regard, as well as in the direct
piodnction of hnnian food, that soil and crop improvement
Inrnish the material basis for better farming.
During the year jnst passed the Agronomy Department
has published the following bulletins:
1<0 Quack Grass and Western Wheat Grass. Decem
ber, 1916.
174—Sorghums for Forage in South Dakota. March,
1917.
Very truly,
S A. N. HUME,
Agronomist and Supt. of Substations.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
Dim ior Jaiiios W. Wilson.
Doai* Sir:
The Station work of this (l{'])artinont has liad to do with
ITatrh Projorts only for the fiscal year endin<»; June 30, 1917.
The work has been (^X(dnsively with sn<»ar be(d amelioration.
The production of pedij»reed strains of hio'li sn^ar content
of heavy yield has been continued with success. The aim
is to })rodnce sti-ains that will ^ive a yield of twenty tons
l>er acre with a sui«ar content of 20 ])er cent, snj^ar in the
beet.
Attention has been <>;iven also to cultural conditions
adapted to the need of this state conseiinently spacing' the
beets in the tield and the pi'eservation of the beets in pit
silos has been woiked out. We find we can preserve the
beets in a viable condition ])erfectly in field pits. Also stu
dies affectiiij> the sui»ai' content have been made.
This department has also i;iven ma(ei*ial aid to sni»ar
companies who are condnctin<>' commercial tests in this
state. Thirty acres in the immediate vicinity of the Station
have been overseen and whenevan' necessary, comfort and
advice has been <;iven where needed. The object of this work
is the commercial culture of sipuar beets in the state.
Analyses Imve been made of beets from all parts of the
state as re(inested. The conclusion has been reached that
the state is well adapted to snj;ar beet culture. We may
expcu't factories when the times are propitious.
The de})artment has issued Rulletin No. 173, and other
bulletins are in ])reparation.
Very respectfully,
JAS. IT. SHEPARD,
Chemist.
DErAPvTMENNT OE DAIRYING
Director James \V. ^Vilsoll,
Director of Experiment iStation.
Dear Sir:
In compliance with yonr request, I furnish you liere-
with a report of this (hq)artment for tlie last year ending
June 30, 1017:
A<J(i)ns Fund
Tlie Dairy Hnshandry Department completed the pro
ject which has been under investigation for sometime,
nanudy: "The Role of Water in a Dairy (^ow's Ration."
This experiment consisted in giving the cows various
amounts of water during the different experimental periods.
The cows first received the normal amount of water. In the
second ])eriod, they were watered only once in 24 hours. In
the third period, they were watered once in 00 hours. In
the fourth ])eriod, the cows received only one-half of the
normal water re(|nii'ements. The feed ration was the same
during tlie exiierimental periods.
An accurate record was kept of all of the ingo, and all
the outgo from the cows. This apidies to the chemical com
position of all of the feeds and also all of the milk, feces and
urine. In addition, a careful study was made of the bac
terial flora of the waste products from the cows. The fol
lowing is the chief snmmary:
1. Water dissolves nutrients. No foods can be utilized
by the system of the cow until they have been brought into
complete solution. In accomplishing this, water plays an
important part. The more food consumed, the more water a
cow requires.
2. Water is a medium for distributing the food to the
different parts of the body. Water may serve both as a
direct and an indirect transferring agency. For instance,
when food is masticated, saliva is mixed with it. Saliva con
tains about 90 per cent, water. Again, water, when mixed
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with food in the digestive tract, serves as a direct medium
for transferring food.
3. Water is used as a vehicle for transferring waste
and x>oisonous products from the sj'steni. This process of
elimination is carried on through the skin, through the
kidneys, and through the digestive tract. In all of these
instances water plays an important part. In an animal
such as the dairy cow, that consumes a relatively large
amount of protein, water is of special importance. ITrea is
one of the soluble poisonous products resulting from a pro
tein ration. With the aid of water and proper circulation,
the kidneys are able to rid the sj^stem of this particular sub
stance.
An amount of water equal to about 12 per cent, of the
total water drunk is eliminated through the skin. This is
true during the winter under barn conditions. During the
summer or during the month of August about 27 per cent,
and accompanying body waste matter were eliminated
through the skin.
Little more than one-half, or an amount equal to 5G per
cent, of the water drunk, was eliminated in the feces.
About 13 per cent, of the water taken in was passed
through the kidneys in the form of urine. All of the excre
tory agencies need a constant water sui)i)ly to perform their
work of eliminating waste and poisonous matter from the
body.
4. A dairy cow uses water for the manufacture of milk.
This latter product contains about 87 per cent, water. The
cows in these experiments were common cows, and not large
milk producers. They used water for milk equal in amount
to about 15 per cent, of the water drunk. This will vary
according to the amount of milk produced. For instance,
cow No. 6 produced more milk and used about 24 per cent,
of water drunk for milk production.
The portion of the water eliminated through the urine,
through th(» skin, and used for milk production evidently
must first enter into the circulation system of the cow.
While the water in the feces probably never serves the sys
tem of the cow except as a food solvent, transferring
medium, and for regulating the consistency of the contents
of the digestive tract. This does not refer to the water that
may enter the digestive tract in conection with secretory or
excretory products.
According to llahcock, metabolic water results to the
extent of 55.5 per cent, of the cellulose or starch, GO per cent,
of the dextrose, little more than 100 per cent, of the fat, and
GO to G5 per cent, of the protein digested. These various
food elements are oxidized in the body of the cow, and form
chiefly water and carbon dioxide as by-products. In accor
dance with this, these cows were s<upplied with nearly one
gallon of metabolic water in addition to that drunk and that
contained in the food eaten. When on normal food they
drank about 75 pounds, obtained about 17.5 pounds from the
silage eaten, 0.7 pounds from the grain, one pound from the
hay consumed, and about 8 pounds of metabolic water re
sulted from oxidation in the body. The total water used
daily was then about 102 pounds.
5. Water regulates the body temperature. That there
is evaporation from the body surface and from breathing is
evident from the above table, and that this loss of water
from the body is greater during warm weather or during
summer than during the winter. This is shown by the in
crease from 12 per cent, in experiment A to 2G per cent, in
experiment B. This latter experiment was conducted in
in August, while the former was carried on in January. The
rate of respiration is undoubtedly also greater during the
summer, which means an increased loss of body moisture.
The new and approved project began during the year is
entitled, "The Relative Value of Proteins in the Different
Feeds for Milk Production."
The work on this particular project has not progressed
far enough so that at this time I cannot make any report
on it.
The Dairy Husbandry Department has also been carry
ing on investigations under the Hatch Fund. For a number
of years experiments have been conducted with the prac
ticability of using the cream vat as a combined pasteurizer
and cream ripener. A certain amount of cream was put into
a ercain vat and tlio cmiin i)ast('ni'i7A'd to 140 d('«»;iv('s F. for
25 iiiiiiutes. Ill another series tlie cream was pasteurized to
100 de<»rees F. for 10 ininntes, and in the third series of
trials the cream was pasteurized at temperature of 100 de-
jjrees for 10 minutes. Tlie bacterial and chemical composi
tion of these ditferent liatches of cream pasteurized to the
different temju'iatarcs were carefully made and recorded.
The (piality and keepini>- <|uality of these ditferent butters
were also made. They were kept in a refrijucrator and scored
at intervals of one month. Fhemical analyses were also made
of both butter and butterfat at these ditferent staj?es. This
was done with a view of tindinn- out what caused the deconi-
positioii and what decomposition resulted that ji'ave butter
the rancid flavor.
The summary of this investi<>ation as reported iu llul-
letiu No. 171 is as follows:
1. It was found that in ]iasteurization of cream at dif
ferent temperatures; namely, 140 deiirees F. for 25 minutes,
100 decrees F. for 10 minutes, and ISO dej.;rees F., Avith im-
mediale coo]in<;', the temperature of 100 de!L;rees F. for 10
minutes was the most effective in destroying total niicro-
or<>anisms.
2. Pasteurization of cream at 100 de<ire(\s F., or 180
de<>Tees V. jiroved more etticient in killing molds and non-
acid forming- or<;anisms than ])asteurization at 140 de-
<;rees F.
3. The only noticeable chanoe in com]K>sition of cream
due to pasteurization Avas a sli<»ht decrease in percentajje of
Avater, and a conse(|uent increase in ])ercenta<»-e of total
solids.
4. There aaus a slight decrease in acidity of the cream
after jyasteurization at tem])eratures of 140 dearees F. and
100 dej;rees F. Cream ])asteui*ized at 180 decrees F. showed
oil the averaj»e less decrease in per cent. acid. This is ])rob-
ably due to the fact that the decrease in acidity by Aolatili-
zation of acids just about offsets the increase in acidity
throiijih (waporation of AAater from the cream.
5. The numerous microsco])ical examiuations of fat
globules in raw and i)asteurized cream show that at the
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liijilicr toinporntnros (KK) and ISO dnurcns F.) tlin fat
j»l()bnlos t<Mid to coalosco or nnito. Tliis is probably due to
the higher lieat, togellier with the greater agitation of the
ereain by the eoil.
(>. In no instance was it noticed tliat the higli pasteuri
zation temperatures unfavorably afl'ected the body of the
butter.
7. Ilutter made fi-om ci-eain ])astenrized at 180 degrees
F; retained its kee])ing (pialities the best.
8. The different tem])eratnres of i)astenrization did not
liave any im])ortant effect on the cliemical composition of tin?
butter.
e have now begun a study of clieesemaking under
Sontli Dakota conditions. The cheese industry bids fair to
dev(dop in tliis state. The first clieese factory was built
during the last year.
The '^Ice on the Farm" experiment has progressed as
usual. The dairy farm ice house was filled as usual with ice
made by freezing water in cans. Dilfei'ent siz(Ml blocks Avere
made. We are still having some dilliculty with the ice
bulging at the top dnriiig freezing. The (juestion of getting
the ice out of the cans in a (heaj) and ])ractical way is also
still a problem that has not been solved to our entire satis
faction. The bulging of the ice cakes on the top prevents
the cakes from packing together Avell in the ice ho\ise.
The stored ice is used during the summer, little by little,
as it Avould be used on the farm for cooling milk and cream.
A detailed record is ke])t of the amount of ice stored, and
the amount of ice used.
e have also experimented witli the keeping of the ice.
Some of the ice has been ke])t in ])iles on toj) of the ground.
Some seasons the ice has been stored in a hole in the ground,
and some season the ice has been stored in the ice house. In
this manner, we have data which shows the most economical
manner of obtaining ice (ui tbe farm and also of storing ice
on the farm.
The milking imudiine exjieriment has also been con
tinued. Dulletin No. Kid gives the results up to date. Dur
ing the last year several milking macliine companies asked
iis to install macliines. At the present time we have nine
different kinds of machines in use in the dairy barn. We
have been unable to use these machines all at one time. We
plan to continue with the mak(\s which were first started.
A good many cows are needed in order to operate so many
machines continuously. Besides, no machine is started on
cows that have been milked by hand for some time. It has
been found in these experiments that cows do much better
on milking machines when the machine is put on shortly
after a cow freshens and continued through the lactation
period.
The effect of machine milking on the length of lactation
period, the effect of machine milking upon the shape and
condition of the cow's udder and teats, the effect of machine
milking upon the total amount of milk during her total lac
tation period, are questions that can be decided only by con
tinuous use, so we are continuing the milking machines in
the dairy herd.
In addition to the records of the production of the herd,
the records of the grading up of the herd by use of a pure
bred sire have been continued. We now have 10 years of
records and hope in the near future to publish some of this
interesting data. I might also say in this connection that we
have been using different crops for silage and for hay.
AVe have now come to the conclusion that for this locality,
corn is the best for silage and alfalfa for hay. Everything
that has been produced on the dairy farm has been weighed
and analyzed and records kept of same. This is also very
interesting data.
Respectfully yours,
C. LARSEN,
Dairy Husbandman.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY
Director James W. Wilson,
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station,
Brookings, S. D.
Dear Sir:
In reply to your i*(M]uest I transmit herewith a report
of the work of the Entomology Department for the fiscal
year 1917.
The funds for financing the projects which the Entomo-
logy department conducted during the year were obtained
from the Adams Fund. A brief statement reporting ui)on
the progress of the work is hereby made, the detailed results
to follow when each project is published in bulletin form.
Adams Project 2
Title: The Web Spinning Sawfly of Plum {Nciirotoma
inconspicua Aorton), its life history, food plants, economic
importance, habits and control.
The distribution and economic imporiance in South
Dakota of this pest and the wild and cultivated food plants
of the larvae have been determined. Considerable was ac
complished in working up the life histor}'^ of this insect as
well as its natural enemies. Spraying and dusting experi
ments were also conducted, arsenical s})rays and dusts being
found most satisfactory. We may be able to complete this
project next year.
Adams Project I
Title: The Wheat Stem Maggot {Meromyza americana
Fitch), its distribution over South Dakota, life history, food
plants, injury done, enemies, and control.
The distribution of this fly has been determined and
much of its life history has been learned during the past
year. The food plants and natural enemies and their im
portance as checks have been investigated. Considerable
was also done with variety susceptibility of plants to fiy
attack and the effect of early and late spring sowings was
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(lotcriniiUMl. Control cxix'riinonts with oils worn not made
this year, it heinj;' planned, however, to do work of this kind
during the year 1918.
Adam^ Project HI
Title: The Stable Fly {I^tontozjj.s cdJcitniii.h Linn), its
distrihntion in South Dakota, the iinportanee of the fly in
ditt'erent sections of the state, the relative ahnndance of the
fly with reference to hreeding material, rainfall and parasitic
and predaeeons animals, the life history of the insect in
Sonth Dakota, migration ])ossihilities of the imagines and
tropic reactions of the flies and lai'vae.
During the fiscal year, our efforts were directed towards
learning the distrihntion of the stable fly in South Dakota
and in investigating the relative importance of the fly to the
dairy and ranching industries. Some work was done to
wards determining the importance of various materials
chos(m by the fly for breeding purposes and a study of the
trojtic behavior of the dies and larvae was also begun. Some
jn'ogress was made in learning more accnrateh' and fully
certain phases of the life history of this insect.
During the year a 3d ])age hulletin (lUilletin 172, Grass-
ho])i)ers and Their Control) was ]mhlished.
Very respectfully,
H. C. SEVEKTN,
Entomologist.
DEPARTMENT OF HORTKTM.TI RE
Director James W. Wilson,
Sonlli Dakola Aj'rieultni-al Exijeriuient Station.
.My Dear Sir:
The work of tlie Dei)artmeiit of Horticulture the past
year has been aloii<»' the lines noted in ])revious reports.
Creative llorticnltnre is the main feature, because the
prairie Northwest needs hardier and better orchard and
small fruits than we have at ])resent. To combine hardiness
of plant with size and (piality of fruit, is indeed a difficult
problem. Each season, as soon as the plants are availabh^,
new fruit trees, ornamentals and other new ])lants are sent
out for trial not only in South Dakota hut to many other
states. The standard of hardiness ado])ted for this woi*k is
the ability to endure at least 40 deii'rees below zero Fahren
heit with the j;ronnd hare of snow. I do not believer in tlu;
^H'eneral cultivation of plants that demand winter ])rotei'tion
as that is ir<»rti( nltnre on cintehes. The busy prairie farmer
will md take time to coddle i)lants.
The followinji; is a brief description of the new varieties
sent out for trial, sin-iu^- 1017:
Proffrcss irilJi Manifoha Nafire Phnnst
Some years aj»<) I obtained some wild plums {Prunus
tiu/ra) from near Stonewall, Manitoba, and out of many
seedlings two were selected and ])ro])afiated under the names
Winnij)ei>' and Assinil)oin, as noted in my lUilletin 130.
These have been tested at various places at the North, esi)e-
cially in their native re<;ion, and have won favor. Here at
Brookinj;s the ^lanitoba plums are charactcnazed by small
size of tree, but extremely early season of fruit. In fact, they
are the earliest of all the native ])lnms, but are not needed
for the main market here since at Hrookin^s we can raise;
larger and better plums owing to our longer season.
In the endeavor to improve the fruit in size and quality
I have made a number of hybrids of the Manitoba wild jdnm
with choice plums from California. None of these hybrids
are as large as Waneta so Avill probably be planted mainly at
the North. The trees are productive and the large red fruit
is of excellent quality. The names are all of Indian tribes
of the far North, especially Manitoba.
The Ojihwa Plum.—Otfered for the first time. Pedigree:
Shiro X IManitoba wild plum pollen. Since the Shiro, one of
Luther Bnrbank's ]>lnms, is a complex hybi'id of four species,
the Ojibwa will be a mixture of five different species of
Ib-nnus: Niffra, Amiiisifolia, Ccraslfera, Triflora, Sinioni.
The Cree Plum.—Offered for the first time. Pedigree:
Manitoba wild plum x Combination plum pollen. When
introduced in 1901 by Luther liurbank the Combination was
considered the best in quality of 25,000 seedlings.
The Pemhina Plum.—Otfered for the first time. Pedi
gree: Manitoba wild plum x Bed June plum pollen. The
Bed June is one of the earliest and best plums, imported
many years ago from Japan.
Late Plums for the South
We have raised many seedlings of the Sand plum of
Kansas, Pruinis Watsoni. They are interesting trees of
dwarf habit bearing profusely of good fruit which varies
greatly in size and quality. Two of my hybrids with the
Wolf plum are now otfered as being worthy of trial in the
south since they ripen after all other plums are gone but yet
early enough to escape frost year after year. I judge these
new plums should not go much north of Brookings as they
may not ripen. But for the southern part of the state they
are worthy of trial as a distinct new departure in plums.
The names are given in honor of old Indian tribes in the
Sand plum region.
21ic Kaw Plum.—Otfered for the first time. Pedigree:
Prunus Watsoni x AVolf plum pollen. The color is a pleas
ing bright dark red with firm skin, with fine white dots and
Avhite bloom and peculiar crisp texture of yellow flesh. The
quality is pleasing to all who have tried it.
The Kiowa Plum.—Offered for the first time. Pedigree:
Prunus Watsoni x Wolf plum pollen. Much like the Kaw.
Perhaps only one will be needed.
A New Hardy Cherry for the North.
The Moscow Cherry.—The prairie Northwest greatly
needs a hardy cherry. In the course of my five tours to
Ivussia I became greately interested in the cheriw grown in
the Vladimir region of Pussia just east of IMoscow. The
fruit comes to the markets of AIoscow in immense (piantities.
Near ]Moscow, on the Sparrow Hills Avhere Napoleon stood
in 1812, there are some interesting orchards of these cherries
wliich I visited in 1891 and 1897. These cherries are grown
mostly from root sprouts and seeds. The type, however, is
not as constant as was thought at first, but varies con
siderably. Out of a lot of my imported seedlings I have
selected one and named it Moscow which is now offered for
the first time as budded trees, as it would take too many
years to work up a stock of the cherry on its own roots.
The following trees are offered as one year buds on Mahaleb
roots. This means that at the North they must be mulched
carefully to prevent root-killing. As soon as possible, the
Northern native Pin cherry should be tested as a budding
stock. Out of a large number of cherries tested at this
station, Moscow is the only one that has borne fruit in satis
factory quantities. The tree is productive and perfectly
hardy. The fruit is of medium size, bright red with light
colored juice of good quality.
Breeding Pears Immune to Blight, the Greatest Enemy to
the Pear.
The experiments in breeding pears immune or resistant
to blight are described in Bulletin 159 of this Station. In
the spring of 1915 scions of 39 varieties were distributed to
24 men in four different states. The later development of
this work I noted in the jMinnesota Horticulturist for
August, 1916, and in the 13th report of the South Dakota
State Horticultural Society. Since the publication of Bul
letin 159 the tree called Pyrus sinensis or Pyrus Simonii has
been separated from the other Chinese pears by Alfred
Kolider into a new sjiecies and is now called Pyrns ovoidca.
The past three years lhl4-15-l() have been marked by the
most severe invasion of l)lij»ht in the history of the Station.
No attempt was made to cut out the affected pear, apple and
crab ai)i)le ti-ees, so that these resistant ])ear seedliii<»s have
bad every o])]»ortnnity to biiiilit standinj^' as they are in the
same low with the blighted trees. None of these seedlinj^s
have borne fruit, but it is deemed best to send out some one
year trees under restrictions since it is hijihly important to
determine as soon as ])ossible their resistance to blij^ht
under all conditions. The original trees of /b/r/nv hctulifolia
suffered sev(n*ely from blii>bt the ])ast season, so that the
series of hybrids with this species, N. E. II. 1-13, inclusive,
will be held awaitinj;' fnilher develoi)nients. ^lost of the
Pyni.^ oroidcii hybrids, N. E. II. 11-39, inclusive, are still
very pro]nisin<»' as they have proven resistant ajiainst bli«»ht
tin; past three years. The trees are one year old buds on
seedlinj^s of Ja])an pear, Kietfer pear, or French pear. My
opinion at present is that the Japan pear will be the best
commercial stock. This ai^rees with ex])erience on the Pac
ific coast where the Japan ])ear which is also a form of the
Chinese sand pear, Pyrii.s Siiicii.sis, is found to be blijiht-
resistant. ^ly present impression is that the Japan pear
stocks are not fully hardy, so the youn<!; trees will need to be
carefully mulched over winter to j^uard ajLiainst root-killing.
The varying hai-diness of the Japan ])ear seedlings, as grown
from import(Hl seed, is no doubt due to the large area over
which seed is gatliered, the Northern tyix* being hardier than
the Southern ty])e. The present indications are that the
PyruH [jtixiiriciisis from the Pacific coast section of Siberia
will be the coming pear stock as the tree is absolutely hardy
and very strongly resistant to blight. ]My ex])erience with
the Japan i)ear seedlings is that they make a fine growth in
nursery, and take buds easily. Put the winter of 1915-1()
was one of dee}) snow so we could not give it the fair test
as to whether mulching or not mulching made niuch dif
ference.
These new hybrid jH'ars have not fruited, but the fruit
cannot be expected to be smaller than that of Pynis ovoidca
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itself, which, although only one and five-eighths inches in
diameter, is sweet, juicy, and of fair qnalit}'.
Pyrus TJssuriensis.
Pyrus TJ.ssiiricnsis is a wild pear from the Pacific coast
section of Siberia. From my 1908 tour to Russia. This
tree has proven perfectly hardy and very strongly resistant
to blight. We have several importations including some by
Frank N. Meyer as well as my own. The stock offered is
some secured from my 1908 tour to Russia. This will prob
ably be the hardy, blight-proof stock of the future so an
orchard should be established as quickly as possible for
raising seed from which to raise seedlings.
Progress With American Wild Crabs.
Giant Wild Crab.—Offered for the first time. Probably
the largest wild crab found so far. Good specimens of the
fruit run three inches in diameter and weigh four ounces.
A brief note by AY. II. Shroyer, of Sherrard, Illinois, calling
attention to a large-fruited wild crab, appeared in the Fruit
Grower (St. Josej)!!, Alo., Nov., 1911, page 32). The article
was illustrated with a cut of a specimen of the fruit. Early
in Decendu'r, 1911, I visited the original tree near Sherrard
Illinois, and obtained scions. The original tree was cut
down in clearing out the brush some time in the winter of
1912-13, so it is fortunate that these scions were saved. As
near as I could determine, the original tree of the Mercer
(Fluke) wild crab was within about four miles of this place,
but it had been grubbed out of the open pasture of native
timber where it was found. In color and quality the fruit
of the Giant is much like the other large wild crabs, such as
Soulai'd and Alercer, and will be useful mainly for jelly, or
for adding a quince-like flavor to common apple sauce.
A Nciv Red-Jellied Siberian Crab.
Dolgo Crab.—At the annual exhibits of this Department
of the Routh Dakota State Fair many have asked about the
remarkably long conical, intensely bright red crabs we used
for making letters. This is one I brought over from my
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second trip to Itussia in 1807. A Yip;orons prodnctive tree
and so far free from blight. Fruit full of juice, jells easilj^
makes a rich ruby red jelly of beautiful color and excellent
flavor.
The one year old trees in nursery are of str(mg growth
with wide spreading forks and strongly shouldered limbs,
indicating that they will not split doAvn easily. The trees
ai'e budded on common apple seedlings, so must be planted
several inches deeper and carefully mulched over winter to
prevent root-killing.
Siberian Crabs for Apple Sloelcs.
Root-killing is a frecpient occurrence in the apple or
chards of the prairie Northwest. The Commercial apple
stocks groAvn in the United States are raised either from
seed imported from France or from seed saved in the cider
mills of Yermont- and other eastern states. In Bulletin G.5
of "this Station I urged the trial of Siberian roots to prevent
the root-killing which is often disastrous at the North. The
experiments are still in progress. In 1915 we seeded fully
5(Vbari'els of various Siberian crab apples. The chief point-
brought out was that for raising seedlings the pure Pijnis
baeeala, such as the Yellow and Red Siberian, were much
better than the hybrid crabs. The hybrids as a class produce
little seed, as compared with the Red Siberian and \ellow
Siberia. The small fruits of Pynis baceafa produce flue
seedlings but are somewhat smaller in nursery the first year
than the Red and Yellow Siberian, which are larger in both
fruit and seed. The seedlings from the hybrid crabs are
somewhat variable while those of the Pyrus baccata type
are much more uniform. Our method is to line out the one
year seedlings in the spring and bud at the collar iu August.
One year buds of many varieties of the apple makes a better,
smoother growth than the ordinary root-grafts. The details
of this method are being worked by actual field trials and
many seedlings were distributed for trial elsewhere.
Progress With the Apple.
A hardv winter apple is the most important ])roblem of
all in the horticulture of the prairie Northwest. After grow-
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inj? fully 10,000 apple seedlings along various lines of pedi
gree, I have named and intro<lneed only two crab apples,
Amur and Ivan, and one n])ple, the Sereda. I have as yet no
apple to offer as the winter apple so much desired by several
million i)eople, but a lot of promising seedlings are coming
on along new lines of ])edigree. The evolution of this apple
will probably be a step-by-step process. For some years I
have been building up a series of com])l(^x hybrids as well
as primary hybrids. All the ])romising seedlings are put at
once in propagation as only in (his wav can their subse(]uent
behavior in (he nurseiy and orchard be determined. Their
resistance to tire blight and scab are considered, as well as
hardiness. They are budded on Siberian crab seedlings so
that there will be no loss from the root-killing that would
occur with the common apple stocks.
J'rogrc.s.s With Gooschcrrics.
The Avork Avith native gooseberries began in fall of 1895.
The AA'ork has been mainly Avith /f/hc.s f/raciJc of the Sionx
A'alley, northeastern South Dakota. ^lany thousands of seed
lings have been fruited. In 191() great imju'ovement was
shoAvn in tln^ fruiting of (he sixth geiiei-ation of seedlings.
The seA'enth generation came ii}) in seed beds this spring,
^lany of these seedlings are larger in fruit than some of the
leading AA'estern commercial A'arieties. The berries are black,
smooth and of good (piality for culinary juirposes. I liaAC
also crossed this species extensiAely Avith the larger Euro
pean gooseberry. These hybrids aA'erage consideraldy larger
in size of frnit than the ])nre AA'ild seedlings. They are of
excellent (juality and ripen more uniformly Avhich is a great
advantage. The best of these new gooseberries Avill be pro-
l)agated as rai)idly as possible for distribution.
Progress With Paxpherria^.
The Avork in breeding hardy ras])berries is noted in lUil-
letiii 159. I am Avorking mostly Avith pure seedlings of rasp
berries, and also hybrids. The main genetic principles under
iiiA'estigation are: 1. The projectiAe efficiency in the hy
bridization of Amrious species. 2. The com])arative A^alue of
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primary and derivative hybrids. 3. Is selection from pure
seedlings better than hybridization? Out of the first 7,000
seedlings only one was named, the Sunbeam. Out of the next
lot of 0,000 seedlings only one was named, the Olita. Both of
these are now grown extensively. The main endeavor is to
develop a raspberry that will be hardy as the native so it
will obviate the necessity of laying down the canes and cov
ering over winter, work that the busy farmers will not un
dertake. The past season some very promising seedlings
fruited for the first time. Hybridizing so far has given much
quicker results than selection from pure native seedlings.
A New Muskmclon.
Ifuiisen's i^ihcrian Aluskmclon, No. 3.—Offered for the
firs{ time. Seed obtained on my 1913 trip to the Semipala-
tinsk Province, Siberia. The skin yellow, flesh white. The
best specimen Aveighed 11 imunds, and was shoAvn at the
South Dakota State Fair at Huron, Sei)tember, 1910. This
melon is very early and productive. As tested on sandy soil
in Siberia the quality AA'as delicious. Here on the heavy
black soil the (]uality varies, some being good, others not
so good. The quality of a muskmelon depends somewhat on
the soil.
Progress With Roses.
The prairie Northwest needs double, everblooniing roses
that will survive the Avinter without protection. Hence, rose-
breeding is one of the leading projects under the Hatch fund.
The, main materials used in this work are the wild roses of
the Dakotas and Canada, the Siberian foimi of Kosa rugosa,
and as many of the best cultivated roses as possible. Of the
thousands of seedlings raised so far only one has been
named, the Tetonkalia, described in Bulletin 159 and dis
tributed for the first time in 1912. The past season great
progress Avas evident in the neAV seedlings that bloomed for
tlie first time, especially a hybrid of tin? Tetonkaha with the
American Beauty. This neAV seedling Avith 45 petals and
20 petaloids and blooming all summer, combines in a large
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measure the hardiness of Tetonkaha with the large size and
rich fragrance of American Beauty.
Progress With Proso.
Hanscn's B hite Siberian Proso.—Some will prefer to
name this the Hansen White ^lillet. I found this large
white-seeded grain millet anuuig tlie Kii-ghiz Tartars near
Semipal.atinsk, Siberia, in IDl'l, who grow it extensively as
a grain for themselves and their live stock. It is the corner
stone of their agriculture in this eight inch rainfall climate,
a sure crop in the driest years. For table recipes, see Bul
letin 158 of this Station. A minister in Wyoming writes
that the ladies of his parish tried with good results eight of
these recipes, including i)ancakes, inumiis, sour milk bread
griddle cakes, rolls and Boston Brown bread. A farmer
at Owanka, Bennington county. Western South Dakota,
writes that he raised 300 pounds of grain from the one
pound of seed sent him as a free premium in 1915. The first
prize offered by the South Dakota States Horticultural So
ciety for 1910 was won by 1). Betts, of Alexandria, South
Dakota, who raised 115 pounds grain from one-half pound
of seed. The past seas(ui we grew a small lot from hand-
picked seed, the aim being to eliminate for table use the few
grains of other colors mixed with the original stock as it
came from Siberia. It was very slow and tedious work. One
pound of seed sown in the spring means usually four to five
bushels in the fall. A grain that will furnish good nutritions
food for yourself and family and all your live stock in the
driest years on the driest ui)lands of all our western states.
A grain that at a pinch can l)e prepared for the table with
a cheap coffee mill and sieve.
A Proso Hulling Machine.—During January and Feb
ruary, 1915, an endeavor was made to get from American
manufacturers a machine for hulling proso, but no one could
supply it. In Russia many power machines snpi)ly the needs
of million of people. The Russian peasants make many
hand mills but none were available. In January, 191G, 1
ordered one of the best power machines direct from Russia
with the aid of William B. Anderson, Russian Government
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Agricultural Commissioner to the United States. War con
ditions of ocean trans})ortation made it inadvisable to send
this machine across the Atlantic ocean so it was sent east by
the way of Siberia.
For a time it was lost in the many s(]nare miles of
freight piled n]) at Vladivostock. Then it came on by way
of Japan and the Facific ocean. After a time it reached
Seattle; then got into a thru car for New York and linall}^,
after over a year and s(wen months, arrived at llrookings.
This macliine was tested for the tirst time August 25, 1017,
and does excellent work.
Natural Hyhrid Alfalfas.
In my bulletin 141, January, 1913, I made the folloAving
statement: "In Asia and southern Europe Avherever the
common blue-flowered alfalfa and the yellow-flowered alfalfa
grow near togdher, the pollen is carried from one to the
other by bees and other insects so that hybridization takes
place freely. These hybrid alfalfas are sometimes called
Sand Lucerns. Their number is legion and they consist of
all sorts of mixtures in varying proportions of the yellow
and blue alfalfas.
Since the Medicago falcata is Aery Avidely distributed
in Europe and Asia, ranging in Asia from India north to
abov^e the Artie Circle in Northeast Siberia, the ])lant varies
greatly in its ability to resist cold, hence it follows that
hardiness of this hybrid alfalfa must depend largely on the
region from Avhich it comes. Coming from the mild region
of Southern Europe it could not be expected to be as hardy
as if it came from the drier and more severe climates. Hence
Avhile nature has indicated in the Sand Lucernes a method
of increasing the Augor of alfalfa by hybridization, Ave do
not knoAV that this combination is the best one that is
possible to make. I noAV have at the Experiment Station at
Ilrookings a large cosmopolitan colh^ction of alfalfas and
hope in the near future to originate still better varieties
combining the best points of the alfalfas of the Avorld.
Cossack Alfalfa.—The strongest and best one of these
natural hybrid alfalfas is the one I liaA^e named Cossack,
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noted ill Itiilletiiis 15J) and 1{)7. Tlie Cherno alfalfa, sister
plant of the Cossack, has been consolidated with the Cossack
as it is not possible to distinguish between tlieni. The small
spoonful of seed which I obtained in Knssia in 190G and
named the ( ossack has been develojied in the hands of many
farmers so that the 191(> crop in the western jmrt of South
Dakota was fully One Thousand lJushels. nuyers for the
leading seedsmen liave been busy in these fields and the seed
is now being ottered. ]\lany farmers have found bv their
own experience that tlie (hissack is tlu^ heaviest and best
seeder of any alfalfa tliey have ever tested. Tlie dry seasons
of 1011, 1912, 1918, demonstrated the value of the Cossack.
Aery favorable rejiorts of the Cossack come from many sec
tions, including the far northwest prairie region of Sas
katchewan, Canada.
Hybrid AlfaJfd.s I'loduccd by Tramidantinfj.
My machine method of transplanting alfalfa, tirst noted
in Dulletin 141 and later in Dulletin 159, has now been
biought up to date in Dulletin 167 which can be obtained
upon ap])lication. It is interesting to note that, aside from
snnill lots, the first huge lot, one thousand j)ounds of Cos
sack alfalfa seed, was raised in 1913 by machine transplant
ing. Dy transplanting, one pound of seed is suflicient for
t\\enty acres, instead of the old method of twenty pounds
for one acre. A\ hen fully standardized and perfected, I
believe it will be the means of reclaiming millions of acres
of dry western uplands whei-e present varieties and methods
have been found niKMiual to the task. In Bulletin 159 is
desci ibed my new method of hybridizing alfalfa by trans-
planting the parent plants alternately. In the spring of
1917 the following three varieties produced in this manner
were distributed.
Ilanscn'fi Hybrid Alfalfa Mo. 1.—Offered for the first
time. This variety was imoduced by transplanting the Semi-
palatinsk alternately with my Select Turkestan S. P. I.
20711. The latter is characterized by its wonderfully tall
erect habit of growth. The seed was saved of the Semi-
palatiiisk plants and instead of producing yelloAv flowers,
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I find that the work of liybridizing is practically finished as
fully 80 i>er cent, of the i)lants come strongly varigated in
many colors. Only 14 per cent, come with yellow flowers
which is the normal color of the Semipalatinsk. This ori
ginal seed was sown in 1915 at the rat(^ of 4 pounds per
acn; in IS-incli drills which w(? found was much too thick.
'The crop of 1910 was 7,200 pounds of hay on 1.4 acres or at
the rate of 2.57 tons jier acre in om? cutting. The yield was
really heavier hut the fre(iuent rains prevented getting all
the crop.
JJan.scii/s Hyhrid Alfalfa No. 2.—Offci-ed for the first
time. This originated from a single plant of the yelloAV
flowered alfalfa, Medicago falcafa, from Samara, Russia, S.
P. I. 20271, with the typical sickle-shaped pod of the Medi
cago falcata but with blue flowers instead of the typical
yellow flowers. Seed of this one plant Avas saved and the
plants shoAved most AAa)nderful variegation in colors of
blossom. These lOants proved proof against killing frost
June 9, 1915, Avhen common alfalfa Avas badly hurt. The
seed AA^as distributed in packets of 100 seeds.
Hanson's White Flowered Alfalfa.—Offered for the first
time. While tln^ hybrid alfalfas Avith the variegated floAvers
have shoAvn Avonderfnl hardiness and productiveness, it
Avould be an advantage if they could be bred Avith a definite
outstanding characteristic by Avhich they could be readily
recognized. For example, an alfalfa Avith Avhite floAvers
Avould have in this color a distinctive trade mark that Avould
protect against misbranding and substitution in the sale of
seed. This AAonld b(» much the same as the ITereford cattle
breeders putting a white fac(i on their breed to seiwe as a
trade mark. Ilolstein cattle are knoAvn by the black and
Avhite color, Hampshire SAvine are knoAvn by the Avhite belt.
Many other cases might be mentioned. In the case of alfalfa
it Avould be difficult to keep this seed ymre, even after the type
is fixed, since the floAvers cross-fertilize so readily. But it
could be done by suitable cai*e as to the location of seed
idantations. The Tossack alfalfa exhibits strong tendency
to light-colored variegation, and even to pure Avhite floAver.s.
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For several jenrs I have been endeavoring to select a white
flowered alfalfa that Avoiild also be as hard}^ and productive
as any of the others. Some of my correspondents report
Avhite flowers in the new alfalfas but that the colors do not
come true. It is evident that careful selection must be
practiced.
The variety here offered distinguishes itself by strong
upright growth and productiveness both as to forage and
seed. It is a beginning only. From last springs' experience
Ave find that the seed comes fully 70 per cent, true to the
white color, but the Avork may easily be completed. Owing
to lack of room the seed is uoav offered to experimenters else-
Avhere The seed may be soavu in roAA s and the plants trans
planted after one year's groAvth as described in my Rulletin
167. The plants that do not come true as to Avhite color of
flowers should be remoA^ed as soon as they shoAV the off color.
This Aariety originated as a seedling of the yellow-flowered
alfalfa, Mcdicago falcata, from Omsk, Siberia, grown closely
adjacent to the Cossack.
Material for Experimenters.
Seeds of the folloAving five forage plants Avere also dis
tributed spring 1917.
Siberian ^yhite Siceet Clover.—As found in cultivation
the common Avhite sAveet cloA^er, Melilotns alba, is a native
of Avesfern Europe. In my 1913 trip to the Semipalatinsk
Province, Siberia, I found this species a common plant on
the dry steppes with 8 inches of annual rainfall, with tem
perature ranging from 50 degrees beloAV zero Fahrenheit in
winter to 106 degrees above in summer. The plants are ex
tremely vigorous. This seed may or may not be better than
the ordinary white sweet cloA^er, but should be given a trial
in the driest sections. A few seeds of the yelloAV-flowered
SAveet clovers, Melilotns offieinalis and dentatus, may be
found mixed Avitli this stock. They can easily be saved sep
arately. This seed Avas sent at planting time and run thru
the Svalof preparator or seed-scratching machine just before
shipping. Such seed must be planted at once and not kept
over.
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Sihcrian Red (lover.—I found this growing wild along
the Irtish river in the Seinipalatinsk Province of Siberia in
1913. The growth indicates that it is only for the far North
where winter-killing is more of a factor than further South.
This seed was run thru the Svalof preparator or seed-
scratching machim^ just before shipping. Such seed must be
planted at once and not kei)t over.
Dayhestiui YeJJoir t^ireef Clover.—This is Melilotus of-
fieiiKilis from Daghestan Ib'ovince, Transcaucasia, Border
ing on the Caspian Sea. "Considered as a very good fodder
l)lant.'' This is S. P. 1. 20(582 from my 1900 tour to Russia.
Good abundant foliage and a free seeder.
Ifail.sen t^dnnird Rerenninl Clorer.—First noted in my
list for 1912. A perennial red clover native of the dry
stei)pes of the Ab)lga region and east European Russia. It
is TrijolUnn alpestre Craiitz; (S. P. 1. 20051) from my 1900
tour. Fine plant but we find ditliculty in getting even ger
mination of seed. Freezing or sulphuric acid treatment of
seed will probably solve the problem.
Remipalaflnsl-u Alfalfa.—Described in Bulletin 111 and
107. From the dry steppes of Semii)alatinsk, Siberia. Some
of the farmers Avho have had excellent results with this
alfalfa on the driest uplands of the west now abbreviate this
word to Semi. A variety of great vigor and especially
adapted to transplanting into cultivated rows. It is not at
its best the first season as it first makes its remarkable root
s^'stem. It does its own subsoiling on hardpan. Flowers
yellow. 1 find this to be the strongest in growth of all the
varieties of Medicago falcata. A number of reports from
high uplands in several states indicates that this plant en
dures unhurt severe frosts every month all summer.
N. E. DANSEN,
Horticulturist.
